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Summary

The ventriloquist creates the illusion that his or her

voice emerges from the visibly moving mouth of the

puppet [1]. This well-known illusion exemplifies a ba-
sic principle of how auditory and visual information

is integrated in the brain to form a unified multimodal
percept. When auditory and visual stimuli occur simul-

taneously at different locations, the more spatially
precise visual information dominates the perceived lo-

cation of the multimodal event. Previous studies have
examined neural interactions between spatially dispa-

rate auditory and visual stimuli [2–5], but none has
found evidence for a visual influence on the auditory

cortex that could be directly linked to the illusion of
a shifted auditory percept. Here we utilized event-

related brain potentials combined with event-related
functional magnetic resonance imaging to demon-

strate on a trial-by-trial basis that a precisely timed
biasing of the left-right balance of auditory cortex

activity by the discrepant visual input underlies the
ventriloquist illusion. This cortical biasing may reflect

a fundamental mechanism for integrating the auditory
and visual components of environmental events,

which ensures that the sounds are adaptively local-
ized to the more reliable position provided by the

visual input.

Results and Discussion

In the present study, we investigated the neural basis of
the ventriloquist illusion [1], that is, the mislocalization of
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sounds toward the position of co-occurring visual stim-
uli. Twenty-two subjects were instructed to report the
perceived location of brief auditory stimuli (10 ms tone
pip) that were presented from nonvisible free-field
speakers situated at left (AL), right (AR), and center (AC)
locations (Figure 1A). These tones could occur either
by themselves or in combination with simultaneous
flashes from LEDs situated at the left (VL) and right (VR)
of the display. These five unimodal stimuli and four bi-
modal combinations (ACVL, ACVR, ARVL, ALVR) were pre-
sented in random order at intervals of 1.2–1.8 s. Subjects
were told to ignore the visual stimuli and to simply report
the position of each sound as left, right, or center. The
subjects’ behavioral responses showed that their per-
ception of sound location was shifted toward the posi-
tion of a concurrent visual stimulus (see Table 1).

To study the neural basis of these behavioral ventri-
loquist effects, event-related potentials (ERPs) were
recorded to each type of stimulus during task perfor-
mance. Multimodal interactions were revealed in the dif-
ference waveforms formed by subtracting the sum of
the ERPs to the constituent unimodal stimuli from the
ERP to their bimodal combination [6–9]. These subtrac-
tions also included blank or no-stimulus events (ERPs
triggered at a time when no stimulus was presented) in
order to cancel out any prestimulus activity common
to all stimuli, which would be added once but subtracted
twice in the difference waveforms [3, 10–12]. Thus, for
example, the multimodal interaction between a central
sound and a flash to the left would be revealed in the
ERP difference waveform [(ACVL + blank) 2 (AC + VL)].

The multimodal difference ERPs associated with the
central sound/lateral flash combinations (i.e., ACVL and
ACVR) were calculated separately for trials where the au-
ditory percept was shifted toward the location of the
flash (illusion trials; Figure 1B) and trials where the
sound was correctly localized to the center (no-illusion
trials; Figure 1C). These difference waveforms included
two prominent interaction components, a positivity
peaking at around 180 ms (P180) and a negativity peak-
ing at around 260 ms (N260). Whereas the P180 was bi-
laterally symmetrical over the scalp for all conditions,
the N260 was symmetrical for no-illusion trials but was
larger over the hemisphere contralateral to the side of
the visual stimulus (and hence contralateral to the side
of the shifted auditory percept) for illusion trials. This
asymmetry was reflected in a significant illusion (pres-
ent-absent) by hemisphere (contralateral-ipsilateral to
flash) interaction for the N260 amplitude (F(1,21) =
10.2, p < .004); post hoc tests showed that N260 over
the hemisphere ipsilateral to the side of the visual stim-
ulus was reduced relative to the contralateral amplitude
on illusion trials (p < .01) and was reduced relative to the
amplitude for the no-illusion trials over both hemi-
spheres (p < .01 for both). There was no significant hemi-
spheric asymmetry on the no-illusion trials (contra-ipsi
hemisphere effect, n.s.). A similar illusion-related asym-
metry of N260 in the interaction difference waveforms
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Figure 1. Experimental Stimuli and Grand Averaged ERPs Associated with Ventriloquist Illusion

(A) Tones were presented from left, center, or right speakers, either alone or in combination with flashes from LEDs on the right or left side. Left:

stimulus combination of central tone (AC) + left flash (VL). Right: central tone (AC) + right flash (VR) combination.

(B) Grand averaged ERP waveforms to auditory (red), visual (green), blank (orange), and audiovisual (blue) stimuli, together with the multimodal

difference waves [(AV + blank) 2 (A + V)] (thick black) recorded from central (C3, C4) and parietal (P3, P4) electrodes on trials where the ventril-

oquist illusion was present (i.e., subjects perceived the sound as coming from the speaker on the same side as the flash). Topographical voltage

maps are of the N260 component measured as mean amplitude over 230–270 ms (shaded areas) in the multimodal difference waves. Note larger

amplitude contralateral to the side of flash and perceived sound.

(C) Grand average ERPs and topographical voltage distributions of N260 on trials where the ventriloquist illusion was absent (i.e., subjects cor-

rectly reported sound location at the center). Note bilaterally symmetrical voltage distributions of N260.
was found for trials with the ARVL and ALVR stimuli, on
which the perceived sound locations were shifted signif-
icantly to the center when the flash occurred on the op-
posite side. Again, the N260 in the difference waveform
was larger over the hemisphere contralateral to the
visual stimulus relative to the ipsilateral hemisphere (illu-
sion 3 hemisphere interaction: F(1,21) = 10.8, p < .003).

To identify the brain regions where this illusion-related
ERP asymmetry was generated, the neural sources of
the N260 were estimated by dipole modeling (BESA
Table 1. Behavioral Data Showing Ventriloquist Illusion in the ERP Experiment

Stimulus Respond Left % SEM Respond Center % SEM Respond Right % SEM

AL 69.0a 3.3 27.2 2.8 3.0 0.8

AC 11.6 1.6 69.3a 2.8 18.2 2.6

AR 2.3 0.7 20.7 1.8 75.5a 2.2

ACVL 32.4b 4.9 57.2a 4.4 8.8 1.5

ACVR 6.1 1.2 55.8a 4.5 36.3c 4.9

ALVR 51.7a 4.7 34.8d 3.0 12.3e 4.2

ARVL 12.6f 4.2 28.1g 2.6 58.1a 4.3

Percentage of trials on which subjects judged the sound location to be at the left (L), center (C), or right (R) for each of the unitary auditory (A)

stimuli and for the bimodal auditory-visual (AV) combinations. Significance levels of vision-induced shifts in auditory localization are indicated

in the footnotes. Corresponding behavioral data from the fMRI experiment are shown in Table S1.
a Correct response percentage.
b Left responses: ACVL versus AC (t = 25.1, p < .001).
c Right responses: ACVR versus AC (t = 25.1, p < .001).
d Center responses: ALVR versus AL (t = 23.3, p < .003).
e Right responses: AL versus ALVR (t = 22.6, p < .016).
f Left responses: AR versus ARVL (t = 22.7, p < .013).
g Center responses: ARVL versus AR (t = 23.8, p < .001).
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Figure 2. Dipolar Sources of ERPs and fMRI Activations Associated with the Ventriloquist Illusion, Superimposed on the Overall Averaged Brain

of the fMRI Group Aligned in Talairach Coordinates

Dipoles were fit by BESA to the topographical voltage distributions of the N260 component shown in Figure 1. Dipoles on brain sections at left

were fit to the N260 in the multimodal difference waves [(ACVL + blank) – (AC + VL)] on trials when the illusion was present (red dipoles) and absent

(green dipoles). These dipoles accounted for 92.4% of the scalp voltage variance. Dipoles on sections at right were similarly fit to the N260 in the

difference waves [(ACVR + blank) – (AC + VR)] and accounted for 90.3% of the scalp voltage variance. Note smaller size (i.e., reduced strength) of

red dipole ipsilateral to side of illusory sound perception, reflecting the contralateral distribution of the N260 on illusion trials. fMRI modulations in

blue show regions where activation was reduced ipsilaterally on illusion versus non-illusion trials for the ACVL stimuli (left sections) and the ACVR

stimuli (right sections). fMRI modulations in yellow show regions where the activation was greater for contralateral sounds than for central

sounds (i.e., for left column, AL > AC; for right column, AR > AC). Talairach coordinates of each section given below.
algorithm) and compared with the sites of illusion-
related activation obtained in a parallel experiment by
fMRI. The fMRI experiment (with 12 different subjects)
was identical in design to the ERP experiment except
that the stimulus parameters and interstimulus intervals
were modified to conform with the constraints of the
scanning environment (see Experimental Procedures).
As shown in Figure 2, the N260 sources were modeled
by a bilateral pair of dipoles located in the medial aspect
of the planum temporale within the sylvian fissure for
both the illusion and no-illusion trials. As expected
from the scalp distribution data, the dipole strength of
the N260 was reduced in the hemisphere ipsilateral to
the perceived sound position in accordance with its
lateralized scalp topography.

The calculated position of the N260 dipoles corre-
sponded well with the location of the lateralized BOLD
signal in the planum temporale seen in the fMRI experi-
ment. Specifically, in contrasts between illusion and no-
illusion trials for the ACVL and ACVR stimuli, the fMRI
showed a reduced BOLD signal on illusion trials in the
planum temporale ipsilateral to the side of perceived
sound location (Figure 2, blue voxels; see Table 2 for
coordinates). Also shown in Figure 2 are lateralized
BOLD activations produced by left and right unimodal
auditory stimuli relative to central stimuli (yellow voxels).
As was the case for the illusion-producing bimodal trials,
greater activation was seen in the auditory cortex of the
planum temporale contralateral to the unimodal sounds
(Table 2), which were correctly localized to the same
spatial position as the ventriloquized sounds on bimodal
illusion trials.

These converging ERP and fMRI results demonstrate
that spatially discrepant auditory and visual stimuli pro-
voke a lateralized neural interaction in auditory cortex in
the planum temporale (PT), but only on trials where the
ventriloquism illusion of shifted sound perception to-
ward the side of the flash is present. Both the ERP and
the BOLD response showed a reduced amplitude in
the PT of the hemisphere ipsilateral to the side of the vi-
sual stimulus, resulting in a relatively enlarged response
in the PT contralateral to the side of the shifted auditory
percept. Such an asymmetrical neural response was
also produced in auditory cortex by sounds that were
actually presented to one side, because of the well-
known contralateral preponderance of the human
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auditory pathways [13–15]. Thus, subjects reported the
illusory shift of the sound toward the flash location
only on trials where the bimodal auditory/visual stimulus
elicited a contralateral-dominant pattern, as would be
elicited if the sound were actually at the shifted position.

The ventriloquist illusion provides a classic example
of how sensory inputs from the different modalities are
integrated in the brain to achieve unified and coherent
internal representations of environmental events [1].
The neural mechanisms that subserve multimodal inte-
gration have been studied in animals by neurophysio-
logical techniques [8, 16, 17] and in humans by means
of neuroimaging [18, 19] and electrophysiological
recordings [4, 7, 11, 20]. Interactions between sensory
inputs in different modalities have been observed in
multiple brain regions including multimodal cortical
areas [16, 19, 21, 22] as well as in cortical regions tradi-
tionally considered unimodal [16, 17, 19, 23–25].

An important aspect of multimodal integration is the
dominance of visual input for specifying the perceived
location of an external event [26]. Thus, when concurrent
auditory and visual inputs are presented from different
locations, the perceived location of the sound is shifted
toward the location of the visual stimulus, a phenome-
non that has come to be known as the ventriloquist
illusion. Although many behavioral experiments have
demonstrated the robustness of the ventriloquist illu-
sion under a wide range of conditions [1, 27], only
a few studies have examined patterns of neural interac-
tion in the human brain between auditory and visual
stimuli presented to spatially disparate locations and
thus likely to induce the illusion [2–5]. None of these
studies, however, obtained evidence for a visual influ-
ence on the auditory cortex response to sound that
could be directly linked on a trial-by-trial basis to the
ventriloquist illusion of a shifted auditory percept.

Table 2. Talairach Coordinates and Significance Levels of

Lateralized fMRI Activations in Planum Temporale Contrasting

No-Illusion versus Illusion Trials for Bimodal Stimuli and

Contrasting Lateral versus Central Auditory Stimulus

Presentations

T p x y z Anatomical Region

Illusion-Related Activationsa

ACVL Trials: Illusion < No Illusion in Left Hemisphere

3.22 0.001 244 232 13 L planum temporale

ACVR Trials: Illusion < No Illusion in Right Hemisphere

3.23 0.001 44 229 11 R planum temporale

Unimodal Auditory Activationsb

AR > AC in Left Hemisphere

3.14 0.001 255 234 15 L planum temporale

AL > AC in Right Hemisphere

2.37 0.01 45 232 13 R planum temporale

Additional cortical activations for these contrasts are shown in

Table S2.
a For the illusion versus no-illusion contrasts, effects were thresh-

olded at p < 0.05 after an omnibus F test at 0.00001 [46]. Only clus-

ters with more than 10 contiguous voxels are reported.
b For the AR versus AC and AL versus AC comparisons, effects were

thresholded at p < 0.05 within areas that showed a significant audi-

tory > visual modulation (p < 0.001) [15].
The present ERP recordings showed that the pres-
ence of the ventriloquist illusion was associated with lat-
erally biased cortical activity between 230 and 270 ms
(the N260 component) that was revealed in auditory-
visual interaction waveforms. This N260 component
elicited on the illusion trials was colocalized with a later-
alized BOLD response situated in the posterior/medial
region of the auditory cortex in the planum temporale
(PT). Studies in both human and nonhuman primates
have shown this caudal/medial region receives multi-
modal inputs and that both excitatory and inhibitory
influences of visual input on auditory processing can
occur [28–31]. Human neuroimaging studies further indi-
cate that this same area is involved in the analysis of
auditory spatial relations [32, 33] and it has been pro-
posed that activation of the posteriomedial PT is a neural
correlate of acoustic space [34]. The present results are
in accord with these findings and suggest further that
asymmetrical activation of the PT forms the neural basis
of the lateral shift in sound perception produced by the
spatially discrepant visual stimulus.

Previous studies of auditory-visual interaction have
observed late negative components in ERP difference
waves that closely resemble the present N260 com-
ponent [2, 4, 11, 12], but the present study is the first to
our knowledge to demonstrate its relationship to auditory
spatial perception. The relatively long latency of the illu-
sion-related N260 asymmetry suggests that the visual
influence on auditory spatial processing is mediated by
pathways from visual cortex to multimodal association
areas and thence to the auditory cortex. Although further
studies are needed to trace the exact pathways involved,
recent human ERP evidence is consistent with a long-
latency visual influence on auditory spatial processing.
Recordings of visual ERPs have shown that retinotopi-
cally organized activity is elicited in extrastriate occipital
cortex in the time frame 80–120 ms [35] and that loca-
tion-specific auditory-visual interactions appear first in
occipito-temporal and parietal regions at 140–190 ms
and then in superior temporal cortex beginning at around
200 ms [3–4]. Neural interactions associated with auditory
space perception were also observed after 200 ms in
superior temporal and temporal-parietal areas [36].
Thus, whereas auditory location is initially encoded at
very early levels of the auditory pathways (even in the
brainstem), the perception of auditory space and its mod-
ification by concurrent visual input may well depend on
longer latency neural interactions (see Supplemental
Results and Discussion available online for further dis-
cussion of convergent results from studies in macaques).

Another possibility to consider is that the late N260
asymmetry that we observed is a consequence of the re-
flexive orienting of attention to the illusory sound posi-
tion, which results in enhanced processing of the sound
in auditory cortex [2]. Whereas such an attention mech-
anism might conceivably contribute to the ventriloquist
illusion, our failure to observe any differential BOLD
response on illusion trials in the anterior cingulate or
posterior parietal cortex—classical markers for an en-
gagement of the attentional network [37, 38]—suggests
that attentional orienting does not play a substantial role
in the present experiment. Recent behavioral findings
further indicate that the influence of visual attention on
the ventriloquist illusion is small at best [39, 40].
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It has been proposed that response bias may influ-
ence behavioral measures of the ventriloquist illusion,
with subjects tending to direct their responses toward
the position of the visual event regardless of their audi-
tory perception [41]. Several lines of investigation, how-
ever, have found that the illusion persists under condi-
tion where response bias was ruled out or made highly
unlikely ([42, 43]; see [1] for review). The behavioral
results from the present ERP experiment (Table 1) are
also at odds with a simple response bias effect that fa-
vors responding to the specific location of the visual
event. On the ALVR and ARVL trials, there was a sig-
nificant increase in subject reports of a perceived center
location (relative to AL and AR trials). Such a result would
be expected if the flashes produced a true shift in per-
ceived sound location. Moreover, the present finding
of lateralized neural activity in auditory cortex of the
PT is in line with previous proposals based on behavioral
evidence that the ventriloquist illusion is a true percep-
tual phenomenon engendered within modality-specific
cortex rather than being a consequence of postpercep-
tual response bias or competition [1]. Nevertheless,
further studies may be needed to quantify any possible
influence of a response bias effect on the neural mea-
sures reported here.

In sum, the observed shift in perceived sound location
toward the position of a concurrent visual stimulus (ven-
triloquist illusion) was found to be linked on a trial-
by-trial basis with a lateralized pattern of neural activity
in the auditory cortex of the planum temporale. The
effect of the visual stimulus on illusion-present trials
was to produce a relatively greater activation in auditory
cortex contralateral to the shifted sound position, similar
to that produced by an actual sound at that position.
Combined ERP recordings and fMRI showed that this
asymmetrical activity occurred in the time range 230–
270 ms after stimulus onset and was localized to a region
of the planum temporale that has been implicated in the
encoding of auditory space [32]. This cortical biasing
may represent a neural code for the shift in perceived
spatial position of sounds that occur concurrently with
visual events at discrepant locations.

Experimental Procedures

Subjects

Twenty-two right-handed, neurologically normal volunteers (10

women, mean age 24 years) were paid to participate in the ERP

study after signing written informed consent. An additional 12 nor-

mal subjects (5 female, mean age 24 years) participated in the

fMRI experiment under identical task and stimuli conditions. All sub-

jects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing.

Stimuli and Apparatus

Subjects sat in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated chamber and fixated

a central cross located 130 cm away and measuring 0.4� of visual an-

gle. Auditory stimuli were brief (10 ms) 2 KHz tones with an amplitude

of 76 dB. The tones were delivered from one of three loudspeakers,

located centrally at fixation (AC) or 5� to the left (AL) and right (AR) of

fixation. The speaker array was covered with black linen to avoid

visual information regarding speaker position. Brief (10 ms) visual

stimuli were delivered from white LEDs (luminance = 140 cd/m2)

located 10� to the right (VR) and left (VL) of fixation.

Design

Each subject took part in 15 runs consisting of a total of 3000 trials

(20 trials per condition/run). Subjects were initially trained on a single
run with only sounds presented at the three locations and on an

additional run that contained all stimulus types. Flashes and tones

could either occur simultaneously (AV stimuli) or as single unimodal

events (A and V stimuli). A total of nine different stimulus conditions

(VL, VR, AL, AC, AR, ACVL, ACVR, ARVL, ALVR), were presented in ran-

dom order with SOAs varying between 1200 and 1800 ms. To com-

pensate for slow anticipatory brain potentials, an additional ‘‘blank’’

condition was included without any stimulation [11].

Subjects performed a sound localization task and were explicitly

instructed to ignore the visual stimuli. Responses were made on

a keyboard with one of three fingers to indicate the location of the

perceived tone (central, left, or right). Half of the subjects responded

with the right hand, and the remaining half responded with the left

hand.

ERP Recording and Analysis

The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 62 electrode

sites with a modified 10-10 system montage [4]. All scalp channels

were referenced to an electrode at the right mastoid but were alge-

braically re-referenced offline to the average of the left and right

mastoids. Horizontal eye movements were monitored bipolarly via

electrodes at the left and right outer canthi. Blinks and vertical eye

movements were recorded with an electrode below the left eye,

also referenced to the right mastoid. The EEG was digitized at

250 Hz with an amplifier bandpass of 0.01 to 80 Hz (half amplitude

low- and high-frequency cutoffs, respectively). Computerized arti-

fact rejection was performed prior to signal averaging in order to dis-

card epochs in which deviations in eye position, blinks, or amplifier

blocking occurred.

ERPs elicited by each stimulus condition were averaged in 500 ms

epochs with a 100 ms prestimulus baseline. These averages were

digitally low-pass filtered with a Gaussian finite impulse function

(3 dB attenuation at 46 Hz) to remove high-frequency noise pro-

duced by muscle movements and external electrical sources.

Cross-modal interactions were revealed by subtracting the

summed ERPs elicited by the unimodal A and V stimuli from the

summed ERPs elicited by the bimodal AV and blank stimuli [i.e.,

(ACVR + blank) 2 (VR + AC) and (ACVL + blank) 2 (VL + AC)]. These

crossmodal difference waves were calculated separately for ‘‘illu-

sion trials’’ on which the auditory percept was localized to the

same location as the simultaneous visual event and ‘‘no-illusion

trials’’ in which the location of the sound was correctly reported.

Statistical Analysis

Crossmodal interaction effects were calculated by a three-way

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors of

perception (illusion versus no illusion), visual stimulus location (VL

versus VR), and hemisphere (left versus right). Difference wave com-

ponents were quantified as mean amplitudes within specific latency

windows centered around the peak of each component with respect

to the mean voltage of a 100 ms prestimulus baseline. Each of these

components was measured as the mean voltage over two centro-

parietal electrode clusters (nine electrodes per hemisphere) where

its amplitude was maximal.

Dipole Modeling

The locations of the dipolar sources of the illusion-related N260 ERP

component were estimated with the Brain Electrical Source Analysis

software (BESA version 5.0). A pair of dipoles constrained to be

symmetrical in location but allowed to vary freely in orientation was

fit to the N260 in the grand-averaged crossmodal difference waves

over the latency range used for statistical testing (230–270 ms). In

order to estimate the positions of the dipoles with respect to brain

anatomy and fMRI activations, the dipole coordinates were trans-

formed into the standardized coordinate system of Talairach and

Tournoux [44].

fMRI Methods

During silent interscan periods (see below for fMRI protocol), audi-

tory stimuli (0.5 kHz tones, 80 dB, 10 ms duration) were emitted

from piezo-electric speakers above the subject’s head inside the

scanner at either 0� or 613� eccentricity. Visual stimuli consisted

of 10 ms light flashes emitted from a bundle of fiber-optic cables

attached to 9 white LEDs outside the scanning room (size, 3.5�;
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luminance, 130 cd/m2) positioned 25� to the left and right of a central

fixation point. The slightly larger stimulus eccentricity of the fMRI ex-

periment was necessary because of the restricted space inside the

scanner bore. Eye movements were monitored throughout scanning

by a custom-made infrared eye-tracking device [45].

fMRI data were acquired on a whole-body Siemens 3 T Trio-scan-

ner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with an 8-channel phased-array

head coil. Volumes (125 volumes per run, FOV: 200 3 200 mm, TR/

TE/flip angle = 2000 ms/30 ms/80�, intervolume pause 2000 ms, 32

slices, spatial resolution 3.5 3 3.5 3 4 mm) from 6 runs were ac-

quired for each subject (mean ISI: 3000 ms [range: 2100–6400 ms,

poisson distributed], 16 trials per condition per run, 8.3 min run

length). To allow for accurate sound localization, stimuli were pre-

sented during the silent periods between two scans. The first four

volumes of each run were discarded and the remaining volumes

were slice-time-acquisition corrected, realigned, normalized, and

smoothed (6 mm FWHM) by SPM2 (Wellcome Department, UCL,

London, UK.). After preprocessing, all trial types were modeled

with the canonical hemodynamic response function (hrf) for each

subject. For the second-level group analysis, a repeated-measures

ANOVA was computed by SPM2.

Supplemental Data

Two tables and Results and Discussion are available at http://www.

current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/17/19/1697/DC1/.
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